An earlier discussion [Pauling, L. (1947) J. Am. Chem. Soc. 69, 542] of observed bond lengths in elemental metals with correction for bond number and resonance energy led to a set of single-bond metallic radii with values usually somewhat less than the corresponding values obtained from molecules and complex ions. A theory of resonating covalent bonds has now been developed that permits calculation of the number of resonance structures per atom and of the effective resonance energy per bond. With this refined method of correcting the observed bond lengths for the effect of resonance energy, a new set of single-bond covalent radii, in better agreement with values from molecules and complex ions, has been constructed.
In 1947 a set of single-bond covalent radii of atoms derived from the observed interatomic distances in metals by correction for the fractional bond numbers and for the effect of resonance energy was published (1) . Some small changes were made (2) in 1960 . We have now found that the original method of correcting for resonance energy should be replaced by a more reliable method, which leads to the revised set of single-bond covalent radii given in Table 1 , together with the corresponding values for ligancy 12 .
The Original Set of Metallic Radii. The bond number n for a metal with valence v and ligancy L is equal to v/L. Eq. 1 represents satisfactorily the bond lengths, in A, for single, double, and triple bonds in H3C-CH3, H2C=CH2, and HCECH, with A = 0.700 A and n = 1, 2, and 3: D(n) = D(1) -A log n.
[1]
A similar equation might be expected to be valid, with n less than 1, for fractional bonds. The effect of resonance energy in reducing the bond lengths was reported (3) in 1935: for graphite, with n = 1.33, and benzene, with n = 1.5, the bond lengths are 0.035 and 0.023 A, respectively, shorter than the values given by Eq. 1.
In 1947 it was assumed (1) that the resonance-energy correction for values of n less than 1 could be made by changing the coefficient A in Eq. 1 from 0.70 A to 0.60 A. Our recent analysis of the problem has shown that this assumption is invalid.
The Theory of Resonating Covalent Bonds in Metals. In the first long period of the periodic table, the physical properties of the metals from K to Cr correspond to a steady increase in the total strength of the bonds in proportion to the number of outer electrons, increasing from one to six, which suggests that these electrons are all involved in the formation of covalent bonds. From Cr to Ni the physical properties, including the values of the saturation ferromagnetic moment (4), show that the covalence remains at the value 6 for these elements. The ligancy L is greater than the covalence, and hence the covalent bonds resonate among the available positions; nickel, for example, has v = 6, L = 12 (cubic closest packing, the Al structure), and bond number n = 1/2.
A theory of the resonance of the covalent bonds, mentioned briefly (5) in 1949, has now been developed in detail (6, 7) . The theory is developed separately for hypoelectronic metals (6) and hyperelectronic metals (7) . Equations are given in these papers for the number of resonance structures, phypo, equation 4 These equations apply to crystals in which the bonds all have the same length. In the A2 body-centered structure, each atom forms eight stronger bonds and six weaker ones, which are 15% longer. For a crystal in which each atom forms two kinds of bonds, L1 bonds with bond number n1 = v1IL, and L2 bonds with bond number n2 = v2/L2, the number of resonating structures per atom is found by an extension ofthe statistical theory to be given by a somewhat more complicated expression, equation 9 of ref. 7 . We have used this equation to evaluate v for some special cases.
In Table 2 and Table 3 we give values of v for some important structures and also the values of L', the effective ligancy for equivalent bonds corresponding, with the value of v, to the calculated value of v.
Correction of Bond Lengths for Resonance Energy and Bond Numbers. In the region near equilibrium the resonance energy increases in magnitude with decrease in the interatomic distance, so that the bond length becomes smaller. We assume that this shortening is the same for all the bonds formed by the atom and that it can be expressed as a reasonably good approximation by Eq. 1 with the bond number n replaced by the bond order n [1 + B (v -1)]. Here the factor v -1 is used because there is no resonance energy for v = 1. Eq. 1 is then revised to read
We have selected the values A = 0.700 A and B = 0.064 to obtain agreement with known single-bond, tetrahedral, octahedral, and enneacovalent radii, such as the value for Co of 1.230 A in many organometallic compounds containing Co clusters. Although our treatment is partially empirical and somewhat arbitrary, we believe that it provides a useful set of single-bond radii and an increased understanding of the nature of metals and intermetallic compounds.
In Eq. 2 we make use of a bond number n, the number of shared electron pairs contributing to the bond, and a bond 3569
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